We Take it Seriously

By: Claire Bainer & Liisa Hale
There are so many qualities of the programs at BlueSkies that happen behind the scenes we take for granted – of course the floors are clean, paint for
easel painting is ordered! Of course equipment is age appropriate and fits the
children using it! Of course the food is fresh and healthy! The times that I am
reminded of the fact that they are not universal expectations are when people
touring the school say something like “I can’t believe how organized everything
is here!” or “It’s so clean!” “The children seem so happy and busy.”
Occasionally someone will comment on the high level of intentionality seen at
BlueSkies. That is a word we use often around here – quality will not just happen if nobody pays attention to it. Intentionality goes hand in hand with clarity
of vision; we know what children need to experience in a high quality preschool,
and we want to be sure they have it, so we have to put resources and systems
in place to make sure it happens.
It is hard work to be so intentional about every little thing, but we (Claire and
Liisa) take this school seriously and we really care about its present and future.
We expect everyone who works here to take it seriously as well. Every member of the Board of Directors takes their job seriously, volunteering countless
hours of their precious time to ensuring the health of BlueSkies. When a tough
decision needs to be made, they take the time to look at the pros and cons from
every angle, peering through a BlueSkies lens rather than just voting based on
their personal desires or own experience.
BlueSkies depends on so many moving parts, every one of which affects the
children’s experience and so is worthy of attention. As parents drop off their
children in the mornings, they may not realize what it takes to orchestrate the
homey scenes they see:
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Children can walk in and sit down to a healthy breakfast because:

• The cook ordered enough milk, bread, fruit, cereal, yogurt, etc.
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• The housekeeper re-stocked the cupboards with clean dishes last night
• The Office Manager made sure that paper towels were ordered
• The Program Director organized enough skilled teachers to be there to

greet children, help them say good-bye to parents, and get them settled
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Co-Directors Report Cont...
Children can swing, or read, or climb in a pleasant yard because:

•

The Program staff chose and purchased appropriate equipment which has been painted and repaired by
the handyman (facilitated by Operations Director), and eventually replaced by Program staff

• The Co-Directors designed appropriate storage sheds
and got them built by the handyman to keep equipment convenient and protected

• Experienced and educated teachers have arranged

spaces to support the play that will happen there –
e.g., climbers have fall zones around them, books are
interesting and near comfy seating (and away from
water!)

• Workers moved a truckload of sand, wheelbarrow

by wheelbarrow, from the street into the yards, and
then periodically the teachers moved it from the
piled-up spots to the bare spots.

• Construction plans included planting trees which

have been nurtured and pruned to provide shade,
apples, loquats, and walnuts (which in turn draw
squirrels to watch!)

One of the most important questions we ask prospective
BlueSkies teachers is whether he or she is willing to
learn new ways of teaching and working with children.
This question applies regardless of whether the teacher
is fresh out of college with no experience, or has been teaching in other programs for 20 years. We have to be
sure that all the teachers at BlueSkies share a common, predictable approach with the children, another facet
of quality care which we take seriously but few programs factor in. Most of the teachers have never worked in
such an intentional program, even those with multiple teaching experiences; it can surprise them to find out
how much we care about how the children move from yard to classroom, or get ready for naptime, or learn to
resolve challenges. The Program Director at BlueSkies has an enormous job interviewing, hiring and training new teachers in all these nuances, at the same time that she is keeping every classroom scheduled with
a strong teaching team through staff changes, illnesses and vacations, at the same time that she is carefully
observing individual children’s development and the group experience in every classroom!
Families are another piece we take seriously at BlueSkies. We know that even a child who is here for 52 hours
per week, 51 weeks per year for five years is eventually going to leave us and all of our careful thought and
planning – so it is really important that we have taken advantage of every opportunity we had to share insights with parents about their child and his or her unique strengths and challenges. This is why Claire, Liisa,
Ameena, Christa, Rosalia, Sandy, Janice, Kiki and Alice are always willing to lend a sympathetic ear and
perhaps provide a little perspective –an important part of our jobs caring for children includes caring for their
families.
The financial side of all this also has to be taken seriously. BlueSkies is not a hobby, but a vital business. It
is a business on which many people depend to make their lives work – 40 people who count on a paycheck,
160 or so parents who need to know their child is thriving while they are at work, 85 children whose current
health and safety, and future hopes and achievements, all rest on their everyday, every-hour, experience at
BlueSkies.
And speaking of the children, we take them the most seriously of all. We honor their innate knowledge of
what they need to grow and learn by giving them the freedom to explore interesting materials and spaces for
long, uninterrupted periods of time. We know that what happens to the children here counts as part of their
life experience and will influence who they are now and who they will become as parents and adults. We take
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Fall Mailer FAQ’s
Q: What is the “Fall Mailer”

A: A direct-mail solicitation for gifts to the Annual Scholarship Fund that supports tuition
assistance for children at BlueSkies. About one of every seven children at BlueSkies
receives support from the scholarship fund; your child’s friends might not be able to attend
BlueSkies without this assistance!

Q: Who receives the Fall Mailer?

A: BlueSkies has been collecting the names and addresses of friends and supporters since
1983, and every year 160 – 180 respond with gifts.

Q: How does the Fall Mailer help BlueSkies programs?

A: The diversity of BlueSkies enriches every child’s learning, and the income from the Mailer is one of the
ways we support economic diversity.

Q: How do BlueSkies parents help with the Fall Mailer?

A: The biggest way to help is by submitting names and addresses of your friends and family. You should have
already received a mailing list form. If you need one, please see Julia.

Q: How do friends and relatives know the mailer is from
my child’s school?

A: When the mailer is ready to send, parents are given an opportunity to:
•
Hand-address the envelope
•
Enclose a personal note
•
AND, you’ll receive a photo of your child playing at BlueSkies to
enclose in the mailer.

Q: Does the Fall Mailer provide opportunities to earn Parent Participation hours?
A: Yes Yes Yes!
• You earn 1 hour for every 4 new names you provide.
• Additional hours also available for hand-addressing and stuffing mailers to alumni and friends of
BlueSkies.

Q: Great! How can I get started?

A: The next steps are to:
• Fill out Mailing List form with the names and addresses of the people to whom you plan to send the mailer
If we can increase the number of donors, we can increase the amount raised for BlueSkies!
• Drop your list at the front desk, or email it to juliao@blueskies4children.org.
Questions? Contact Julia at 510-261-1076
or juliao@blueskies4children.org.

Thank you!!

The Parent Scholarship Committee
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Co-Directors Report Cont...

the time to observe their actions and interests and intentions before
jumping into a situation, trusting their process and waiting to see if
we are really necessary. We build strong relationships with them so
that they will know that important people in their lives see them as
worthy of attention and care. We closely monitor development so that
if there is an area where extra support is needed it can be identified
quickly and that support can be made available – knowing that delayed development in one area will soon impact other areas of development as well.
We close with this apt quote from William A. Foster:
Quality is never an accident; it is always the result of high intention,
sincere effort, intelligent direction and skillful execution; it represents the wise choice of many alternatives.

BlueSkies-isms

Board of Directors
BlueSkies for Children Board of Directors:
Aara Amidi-Nouri, PhD., President
Brooke Abola, Vice President
Lisa Freitas, Secretary
Bryan Quevedo, Treasurer

Parents often hear their children using phrases that they
suspect they learned at BlueSkies. Each month’s “BlueSkiesism” will include a phrase the teachers use all the time at
BlueSkies, and some context to help you use the phrase at
home too.

Liisa Hale, BlueSkies Co-Director
Claire Bainer, BlueSkies Co-Director
Avis Kowalewski 		
Tom Anthony			
Maggie Greenblatt		
Julie Nicholson, PhD		
Tanya Harris

do things,
“You can’t make other people
t you
but you can always decide tha
want to go do something else.”

If a child is playing and another child joins the play,
he might decide he would now rather play with the
newcomer yet continue the same activity. He starts
telling children he is playing with to go away. Children can always decide to go off with another child
and play somewhere else, but they can’t just kick people out of the game because the options changed. This
response helps the children keep the play friendly
instead of saying things like go away, you can’t play,
I got it first, or I made up the game. We say “You can’t
make other people do things; they decide for themselves just like you do . You can decide to go away and
play somewhere else if you don’t want to play here,
but you can’t tell others to go away.”
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Christa Edwards		
Riana Hensel			
Meghan Horl			
Drew Giles			

Staff out in September
The following staff will be out this month:
*
*
*
*

Georgia out 9/8 - 9/22
Jennifer out 9/11 - 9/22
Liisa out 9/18 - 9/22
Alice out 9/25 - 9/28

Snapshot in the Nursery School: Self-actualization,
choosing and staying true to yourself
Summer program is over in the Nursery School, and
the children are feeling big and capable as they move
to their new fall classrooms and sort themselves out.
Here is a scene in the Homeroom group, ranging in
age from just 3 to nearly 4.
Everyone is eager to explore the Schoolroom space
as they have just started to use it in the afternoon.
Two boys are in the unit block area with blocks and
cars spread out, a girl is watching the fish in the
fish tank, two more each play with Playmobil sets
at “play alone” tables. (One set is a little doll house
with furniture, people, and a car, the other set is a
maternity ward complete with moms, babies, bassinets, and bottles. These toys set out at the start of
the year purposefully reflect experiences familiar to
the children in this group.) Three more children are
drawing at the drawing table, two children wearing
aprons at the painting easel are busy deciding what
color to paint with first, two children are screwing
plastic screws into nuts with plastic screw drivers and
wrenches, and a girl is busy at the light table with the
magnetic blocks, inviting an interested boy to join her.
Everyone seems happy and busy when suddenly a
child begins to cry. Walking to the big block area, the
teacher see a little boy sitting by himself and asks
“What do you need, Lee?” Lee looks around and cries
harder, “I need a friend!” “Oh, the teacher responds,
“You need someone to play with?” Instantly the two
boys in the unit block area come around the shelf that
divides them from the big block area where Lee is
sitting. Right behind them the two girls from the two
play alone areas with the sets are pushing in their
chairs and coming to see what is going on. Now Rosie
pops up from behind the divider where she has been
busy at the fish tank in the science area, looking over
to see what is happening with Lee. One of the boys
from the unit block area says “I can be a friend.” The
other says “I’ll play with you Lee Lee.” “That is so
nice, Jake!” says the teacher. “You said you’d like to
play with Lee. And Toby, you want to play too? That
is so friendly.” Lee stops crying and the teacher continues, “I wonder if you and Jake were done with the
cars and trains you were using with the unit blocks?
Shall we go see?”
The girls, seeing that they can trust their teacher
to help Lee, go back to playing as the teacher walks
slowly back to the small block area with the two boys.
“Hmm,” says the teacher, “there are a lot of cars and
blocks out, Jake, are you sure you are done playing
here?” Jake looks around and says “I’m not done yet.”
“OK,” says the teacher. “You can go tell Lee you are
still busy but you’ll come play with him when you

are done. How about you, Toby, are you done here?”
“Yeah,” says Toby, “I’ll put my blocks away, Lee Lee
needs me.” The teacher smiles and says, “You and Lee
are good friends, aren’t you? But you know, Toby, it is
up to you; you get to decide just what you want to do.
If you want to play here that’s fine; I’ll help Lee find a
friend. If you are all done playing here with Jake you
can go play with Lee, that’s fine too. The most important thing is that you choose just what you want.”
We sometimes talk about individualizing the curriculum, and this is a good example. Soft- hearted
Toby would stop what he wants to do in order to help
a friend, so the teacher helps him remember to check
in with himself and see if that is really what he wants
to do. With another child in the same situation she
might have responded differently. A child who is
often oblivious to others’ needs and feelings might be
best served if the teacher called his attention to Lee’s
distress, to give that child an opportunity to build
empathy and expand his awareness of others’ feelings.
There are all kinds of ways that we help children
learn about who they are, and link that knowledge to
the child’s developing social skills. Knowing your own
truth about yourself builds confidence and strengthens honest, clear friendships. The teacher also makes
a mental note to watch for opportunities to help Lee
learn how to engage a friend without crying and falling apart, knowing that lesson will best be saved for
another day when Lee is a little more resilient. Good
teaching requires thinking about all sides of the situation and choosing which skill is the most important to
develop in this moment as we move the child’s abilities forward.
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